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The innovative multifunctional antenna! 

LTE (MIMO Diversity), WIFI, DAB +, GPS, GLONASS

MOBILE CONNECTION PACKAGE

Model alphatronics MOBILE CONNECTION PAKAGE

Antenna type MIMO-Diversity

Antennena connections 2x LTE

1x WIFI

1x DAB+

1x GPS

Dimensions 165 mm x 80 mm x 80 mm

Router type LTE-/ WLAN router

Router connections 2x LTE

2x WLAN

3x LAN ports

Scope delivery  LTE-/WLAN router

4 Rod antennas (2x WIFI, 2x LTE)

High-performance multifunctional antenna

Fastening material for on-roof mounting

12 V DC Power supply unit for power supply

User manual

Automotive certified LTE / WLAN router

Easy and quick access to the mobile internet - this was the aim of the 
alphatronics developers. The result is a powerful combination of a multi-
functional antenna, an automotive-certified router and the alphatronics 
web app for easy setup, operation and management of your personal 
networks.

High-performance multifunctional antenna 

The antenna has two isolated high-performance antennas (MIMO) for LTE 
reception and another for WIFI reception. The one for use in the motor-
home development router is connected to two SIM card slots. For example, 
you can use the second card of your mobile phone contract or a prepaid 
card as well. The optimal coordination connection between the external 
antenna and router enables interference-related internet reception in 
the vehicle. You can use your own network in the vehicle and use the 
streaming offers of alphatronics smart TV. Of course, you can also capture 
an existing WIFI signal, in this case the router belongs as a repeater in the 
vehicle interior.

A highlight of interest is the roof antenna via an active DAB + antenna and 
an active GPS / GLONASS antenna. The all-in-one package leaves nothing 
to be desired and ensures the best reception on your vacation trip, no 
matter what you want to receive!

Plug & Play  
alphatronics Web App  
(multilingual):
User-friendly and set up  
in no time

One package - many options! 

The alphatronics MOBILE CONNECTION package 
not only opens the world to the mobile Internet 
for you. With the multifunctional antenna you 
receive not only WLAN and LTE but also DAB +, 
GPS and GLONASS.


